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Semiclassical nonadiabatic dynamics with quantum trajectories
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Dynamics based on quantum trajectories with approximate quantum potential is generalized to nonadiabatic
systems and its semiclassical properties are discussed. The formulation uses the mixed polar-coordinate space
representation of a wave function. The polar part describes the overall time evolution of the wave-function
components semiclassically using the single-surface approximate quantum potential. The coordinate part rep-
resents a complex“population” amplitude, which in case of localized coupling can be solved for quantum
mechanically in an efficient manner. In the high-energy regime this is accomplished by using a small basis
determined by the coupling between surfaces. An illustration is given for a typical curve-crossing problem. The
energy-resolved probabilities obtained from the time evolution of two wave packets for a wide range of
energies are in excellent agreement with exact results for energies above the threshold of the diabatic reaction,
including the case of total nonadiabatic transition.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.71.032511 PACS numberssd: 31.50.Gh
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum-mechanicalsQMd effects in molecular dynamics
are essential for accurate description and understanding of
many chemical processes, such as those in gas-phase and
surface reactions, in photochemistry, in interactions of mol-
ecules with electric fields, and in the chemistry of polymers,
clusters, and liquids. QM effects are most pronounced in
processes involving hydrogen atoms, including reactions in
enzymes and in other biomolecular environments. Proton
transfer through a hydrogen bond is a widespread phenom-
enon relevant to fields ranging from materials science to bi-
ology, present, for example, in DNA-based molecular wires
f1g and water wires in membrane protein channelsf2g. En-
zyme catalysis in living systems is affected by modulation of
the strength of the hydrogen bonds and even by the promo-
tion of hydrogen tunnelingf3g. Quantum effects are obvi-
ously important in other areas as well, such as astronomy,
combustion, and atmospheric chemistry. For example, the
anomalous isotope effect in ozone formation—a preference
for heavier species compared to16O3—can be attributed to
the long-lived resonance states in ozonef4g.
Arguably, nonadiabatic dynamics is the most important
quantum effect on the motion of nuclei in chemical reaction
dynamics including reactive scattering, photochemistry, and
enzymatic reactionsf5–7g. Electron and proton transfer in
chemical and biological systemsf8g and nonradiative pro-
cesses in solids and on solid surfaces, such as molecular
desorption and ion neutralizationf9g, involve several poten-
tial surfaces with transitions among them. While some nona-
diabatic processes can be described by the time-independent
or time-dependent Schrödinger equationsSEd, molecular
processes in laser fields with laser-induced curve crossings
f10g are examples of intrinsically time-dependent nonadia-
batic transition problems.
Exact methods of solving the time-dependent SE based on
the grid or basis function representation are unfeasible for
systems beyond 10–12 degrees of freedom, because of the
exponential scaling of numerical efforts with the system size.
The current state-of-the-art full-dimensional quantum studies
are limited to a few tetra-atomic reactions and to the CH4
+H→CH3+H2 reactionf11–13g. At the present, essentially
all molecular dynamics simulations, which are routinely used
to study large molecular systems, use only classical mechan-
ics, which has two fundamental limitations:sid the classical
motion of nuclei;sii d the Born-Oppenheimer separation of
motion of electrons and nuclei resulting in a single-electronic
surface dynamics. Therefore, cheap yet accurate and system-
atically improvable means of including dominant quantum
effects into molecular dynamics are highly desirable. Re-
cently, we have suggested an approximate propagation
method based on quantum trajectories, described in Sec. II,
which proved to be efficient and accurate for model chemical
systems. Generalization of this approach to nonadiabatic dy-
namics consistent with the semiclassicalsSCd propagation is
presented in Sec. III. Numerical application to a curve-
crossing model of Tullyf14g and discussion are presented in
Sec. IV. Section V concludes.
II. SEMICLASSICAL DYNAMICS BASED ON QUANTUM
TRAJECTORIES
A. The quantum trajectory formulation
Over the years great efforts went into development of
semiclassical time-dependent methods. These methods com-
bine favorable scaling of classical trajectory methods with
the description of the dominant quantum effects in the limit
of large mass, appropriate for description of nuclei. The tra-
ditional SC methods, out of which the initial-value represen-
ta ion methodsf15–17g are currently the most popular, are
based on the"→0 limit of the SE. They involve a purely
classical time evolution of trajectories sampling the phase
space, while the quantum effects come from summation over
the classical paths using the action function and stability of
classical trajectories. Despite many improvements in meth-
odology and several impressive high-dimensional applica-
tions f18,19g, the implementation of such methods remains
expensive, the convergence with respect to the number of
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trajectories is poor, and the quality of the description is hard
to estimate or improve. Recently we suggested a different SC
approach based on the hydrodynamic or de Broglie-Bohm
formulation of the SEf20g. This formulation is formally
equivalent to the exact quantum mechanics, and the solution
can be represented in terms of quantum trajectories. The ba-
sic equations presented here, for simplicity, for a particle of
massm moving in a potentialV in one dimension, are based
on the polar form of the wave function,
csx,td = Asx,tdexpS i
"
Ssx,tdD s1d
substituted into the SE.fSingle-valuedness ofcsx,td implies
that quantum trajectories should not cross.g The amplitude
Asx,td or the densityrsx,td=A2sx,td and the phaseSsx,td of
the wave function are determined along the quantum trajec-
tories specified by positionx and momentump, evolving in























A prime denotes a derivative with respect tox. In contrast to
classical trajectories, quantum trajectories evolve in the pres-
ence of an additionalquantumpotentialU. The phaseSsx,td
is simply the action function along a trajectory. The density

























The initial positions for the quantum trajectories sample the
coordinate space according torsx,0d. This trajectory de-
scription is very compact—it can be interpreted as the most
efficient time-dependent “self-adjusting” grid. The quantum
behavior is effectively compressed into a single quantity, the
nonlocal quantum potential. Quantum trajectories provide in-
tuitive interpretation and visualization toolsf21g, and the for-
malism has been extended to the density-matrix approaches
and phase-space formulationsf22–28g.
In recent years the quantum trajectory propagation
method has gained attention as an alternative to the tradi-
tional QM methods, and several approaches based on the
local interpolation of the wave-function density proved to be
efficient for model problems in many dimensionsf29,30g.
For general problems the accuracy of the quantum potential
and consequently that of the dynamics was found to deterio-
rate with time, because of the singularities in the quantum
force near the density nodes, often manifested in crossing of
the quantum trajectories. This led to the development of sev-
eral interesting approaches, such as representation transfor-
mation, adaptive moving grids, artificial viscosity tech-
niques, covering functions, and counterpropagating waves
f31–35g. Independent-trajectory approximations based on the
derivative propagationf36,37g and on the stability matrix of
trajectoriesf38g, insensitive to the node problem, have also
been suggested.
B. Approximate quantum potential
We consider the quantum trajectory formulation as the
starting point for a well-definedsemiclassicalpropagation
method using an approximate quantum potentialsAQPd
f39,40g. The SC framework enables us to describe leading
quantum effects on dynamics by averaging over the wave-
function density, including possible singularities in the exact
quantum potential, and ensures stable dynamics. In Sec. II C
we define the term “semiclassical dynamics” in the context
of quantum trajectories, and discuss its general features. The
classical limit can be defined as the nonclassical momentum
sand, consequently, quantum potentiald being negligible on
the entire space. When the AQP is determined with high
accuracy, the formulation becomes equivalent to the full
quantum mechanics. In the context of nuclear dynamics, we
are interested in the intermediate regime when the AQP is
simple enough to be determined globally, making it efficient
and practical in many dimensions, yet it is accurate enough
to describe leading quantum effects in SC systems. We speci-
fied a class of energy-conserving AQPs, with the simplest
physically meaningful AQP being quadratic on the entire
spacef41g or on subspacesf42g. Parameters of the quadratic
AQP on the full space are obtained from linearization of the
nonclassical componentrsx,td Eq. s11d of the momentum
operator by minimizing the functional
I =E frsx,td − gsxdg2rsx,tddxt s6d
with respect to parametersha0,a1j of a linear functiongsxd




fg2sxd + g8sxdg. s7d
The minimization problem, including its multidimensional
generalization, is solved by means of linear algebra. Remark-
ably, the only addition to the classical trajectory propagation
is computation of the first and second moments of the trajec-
tory distribution.
Besides AQP, another distinct feature of our approach, is
the use of trajectory weights instead of solving the continuity
equations4d. The weights are defined as the amount of den-
sity within the volume elementVsx,td associated with each






which leads to a numerically stable, efficient, and more ac-
curate propagation. Formally, conservation of trajectory
weights means that trajectories with zero initial weight can-
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not contribute at later times and, therefore, quantum trajec-
tories with nonzero weights represent the wave function at
all times in a compact manner. Using weights also allows
one to perform Monte Carlo sampling for high-dimensional
systems and to evaluate integrals in Eq.s6d and expectation
values, in general, as sums over trajectories. Computation of
other quantities, such as wave-function overlaps, is discussed
in Ref. f39g.
The simplest form of AQP is already quite promising:sid
it is exact for Gaussian wave packets in locally quadratic
potentials—a widely used representation of moving nuclei;
sii d it describes dominant QM effects, such as tunneling,
zero-point energy, and energy redistribution;siii d it is stable
and cheap with essentiallylinear scaling of the numerical
effort with the system size;sivd it can be taken to the exact
QM limit using subspacesf42g or usinggsxd expandable in a
completesin practice, larged basis. Our calculations for the
two-dimensional models of ICN photodissociationf41g and
for the hydrogen exchange reactionsf42g give accurate SC
wave-packet probabilities and spectra, and are faster than the
standard QM propagation on a grid and the SC initial-value
representation calculationf44g.
C. Semiclassical conditions
The quantum trajectory formulation of the SE gives a dif-
ferent perspective on the term “semiclassical dynamics.” The
traditional SC condition is based on the WKB approximation
to solutions of the time-independent SE. This condition
states that the action function must be much larger than
Planck’s constant, where the classical momentump is de-
fined as
p = Î2msE − Vd, E p dx@ ". s9d
Application of the QM momentum operator to a wave func-




csx,td = S− i"A8sx,td
Asx,td
+ S8sx,tdDc, s10d
suggests an alternative criterion. Since the second term in
parentheses is the Bohmian trajectory momentum analogous





can be interpreted as thenonclassicalmomentum. Then, the
SC condition can be stated as
"ur u ! upu, s12d





We find that the momentum conditions12d is more con-
venient than Eq.s13d, because the former is expressed in
terms of simple quantities which are linear in the semiclas-
sical picture of a moving particle, i.e., for Gaussian wave
packets.
In the context of the trajectory dynamics the momentum
SC conditions12d is more general than the WKB expression
s9d, since it is not based on a particular approximate solution
to the SE. Moreover, the conditions12d is more convenient,
because it is expressed in terms ofr andp which are natural
quantities in the Bohmian formulation. At the same time,
these conditions are closely related, since for semiclassical
systems, for whichU is small, the Bohmian momentum
given by Eqs.s2d ands3d and the WKB momentum are close
to each other.
According to Eq.s12d the semiclassical approximation
breaks down near the wave-function nodes whereAsx,td=0
sthe so-called “node problem”d. This leads to singular forces
acting on quantum trajectories, causing numerical instabili-
ties. A similar breakdown in the WKB approximation occurs
near classical turning points. In the context of purely classi-
cal trajectory dynamics, this problem was dealt with by de-
v loping uniform semiclassical methodsf16,45g. A general-
purpose semiclassical method based on quantum trajectories
must also satisfy Eq.s12d in a uniform sense, i.e., for all
points in coordinate space. Therefore, for semiclassical
propagation we use the approximate quantum potential out-
lined in Sec. II B, defined through the linearization of the
nonclassical momentum via averaging over the wave-
function density. The relevant SC condition becomes
"kur ul ! kupul. s14d
The singularities inr have negligible contributions to the
dynamics due to vanishing wave-function density. The aver-
age values are defined askFl=eFA2sx,tddx.
A general semiclassical method must satisfy the SC con-
dition at all times during time evolution, and therefore can-
not be defined for a specific form of initial wave functions.
In practice, this means that any approximations of the
method must be made only for quantities that are negligible
in the m→` or "→0 limit. In particular, if the singularities
in quantum potential are removed by constraining the den-
sity, phase, or momentum, this would generally violate the
SC condition. The AQP method constrains the functional
form of the nonclassical momentumrsx,td, which enters the
SC conditions12d with the " prefactor, while keeping the
density itself unconstrained.
Traditional semiclassical methods, such as WKB and Van
Vleck–Gutzwiller propagatorf46–48g, are defined through
the " expansion of the solution to the SE converging to the
exact result. Methods that are not based on analytic solu-
tions, such as the AQP method, can be consideredsemiclas-
sical if they are systematically improvable in the limit of
large mass for arbitrary physically reasonable initial wave
function and kinetic energy density. The kinetic energy den-
sity is defined as −"2¹2c / s2mcd. “Systematically improv-
able,” as commonly used, means that there is a general un-
ambiguous numerical prescription for convergence toward
the exact solution. The AQP approach is systematically im-
provable if the linearization of the nonclassical momentum is
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accomplished over subspacesf42g or if rsx,td is represented
in terms of a complete basis.
Though the AQP formulation is exact in principle, it be-
comes impractical beyond the SC regime, namely, when be-
havior of a system is dominated by interference and nona-
diabatic effects. We found that a mixed wave-function
representation can efficiently describe interference within the
nonsingular dynamics of the modified quantum trajectories
f49g. Generalization of the AQP method including the mixed
representation approach is the basis for the semiclassical de-
scription of nonadiabatic dynamics described below.
III. SEMICLASSICAL NONADIABATIC DYNAMICS
A. The Bohmian formulation
We consider a wave packet evolving in the presence of
two one-dimensional potential surfacesV1 andV2 coupled by
a potentialV12. A typical curve-crossing system in the diaba-
tic representation is sketched on Fig. 1. A multidimensional
generalization in Cartesian coordinates is straightforward.
This system is described by a two-component wave function





+ V1 − i"
]
]t





+ V2 − i"
]
]t
Dc2sx,td + V12c1sx,td = 0. s15d
Throughout the paper the subscript refers to the two surfaces
V1 andV2.
Generalization of the single-surface quantum trajectory
description summarized by Eqs.s1d–s4d is based on the sub-
stitution of the wave function in terms of its real amplitude
and phase into Eq.s15d,
cisx,td = Aisx,tdexpS i
"
Sisx,tdD, i = 1,2, s16d
followed by the separation of real and imaginary parts. This
Bohmian formulation was presented and implemented using
the exact quantum trajectories by Wyatte al. f50g. The polar
representation ofci also underlies a widely used surface hop-
ping methodf51g characterized by purely classical dynamics
of trajectories “jumping” between the surfaces, and the
quantum-classical mixing approaches of Refs.52–54g.
Other methods of nonadiabatic dynamics based on classical
or semiclassical mechanics are discussed in Ref.f55g
We start developing the semiclassical trajectory descrip-
tion by combining the Bohmian nonadiabatic generalization
with the concept of trajectory weights. Using the wave-
function densities risx,td=Ai
2sx,td and identifying pi
=Si8sx,td, in the moving frames of reference defined by ap-
propriate momentapi fEq. s5dg, the real parts of Eqs.s15d







− sVi + Ui + Uijd, s17d
wherei =1,2, j =1,2, andj Þ i. Ui is the single-surface quan-
tum potential given by Eq.s2d. Uij is an additional potential
due to coupling,
Uij = V12r jicossDSd, s18d





fS1sx,td − S2sx,tdg. s19d
The imaginary parts of Eqs.s15d give the following ex-
pression for the trajectory weights:
dwi
dt
= − 2V12r jisinsDSdwi . s20d
In this formulation there are two sets of trajectories, one on
each surface, evolving in time. Coupling affects both the
dynamics of trajectories and the time evolution of their
weights. The trajectory propagation can be accomplished us-
ing the AQP method, for example usingUi defined by Eq.
s7d, which can describe the quantum behavior of nuclei on
surfaces. In the region of space whereV12 is appreciable, two
additional quantitiesDS and r ji have to be evaluated along
the trajectories on each surface. Low-squadratic-dorder fit-
ting of the phaseSi with a weighting functionV12wi is cheap
and sufficiently accurate for localizedV12. The quantityr ji is
estimated using the AQP parameters found from Eq.s6d de-
fining the single-surface potentialsUi. Alternatively, it can be
determined by approximating each density as a Gaussian
from the first and second moments of the trajectory distribu-
tion usingV12wi as a weighting function. The latter strategy
is consistent with the fitting ofSi. Overall, this approach is
nearly as efficient as the single-surface AQP method, and
might be adequate when the trajectory dynamics is smooth,
such as for asymptotically degenerateV1 andV2 coupled by
a localizedV12 f50g.
Though formally exact, the formulation of Eqs.s17d–s20d
has certain drawbacks.Uij given by Eq.s18d involves a pos-
FIG. 1. The curve-crossing model: diabatic potentialsV1 andV2
and couplingV12 are shown with the thin solid, dashed, and thick
solid lines, respectively. The wave packetc1 initially located in the
reactant region ofV1 is propagated toward the product region.
Analysis of its overlap with a stationary wave packetc0 gives the
energy-resolved reaction probabilities.
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sibly singular ratio of the densities. For instance, a typical
initial condition for a multisurface problem is a single popu-
lated state, such asr2sx,0d=0. In Ref.f50g this problem was
circumvented by propagating two sets of initial wave packets
with nonzero population on both surfaces, whose linear com-
bination gives the desired initial condition. Alternatively, the
singularity can be canceled att=0 by the choice of initial
conditions for the trajectories. Ifr2sx,0d=0, one can set up
trajectories on the second surface with the same initial posi-
tions and momenta as on the lower surface, and introduce a
phase shift betweenc1sx,0d and csx2,0d, DSsx,0d= ±p /2,
so that the singularity inU21 cancels at =0 and the subse-
quent time evolution is stable. The sign of the phase shift
depends on the derivative ofV2.
In the context of semiclassical dynamics there is also a
conceptual problem with the Bohmian formulation—
nonadiabatic behavior is an intrinsically quantum effect that
does not vanish in the semiclassical limit. In practice, this is
manifested through the behavior of the coupling terms in
Eqs.s17d ands20d as"→0. The force on trajectories derived
from Uij has a contribution proportional to cos8sDSd
="−1fp2sxd−p1sxdgsinsDSd, which does not go to zero in this
limit and, even worse, becomes large and oscillatory because
of the"−1 dependence. Apart from computational challenges,
this asymptotic behavior shows that the Bohmian formula-
tion is incompatible with a semiclassical method, where
propagation is expected to become classical as"→0.
We applied the Bohmian formulation to the curve-
crossing model systemf14g discussed in detail in Sec. IV. We
found that, in general, the dynamics and time dependence of
the trajectory weights were unstable due to large forces com-
ing from the coupling terms. For high-energy wave packets
propagation was stable and accurate long enough to compute
transmission probabilities. It may be possible to stabilize
propagation of lower-energy wave packets by imposing cut-
offs on the forces or by other numerical solutions, but we do
not pursue this approach here. Instead, we use the mixed
wave-function representation which better captures the phys-
ics of nonadiabatic processes.
B. The mixed representation approach
Analysis of the Bohmian nonadiabatic formulation sug-
gests that a practical semiclassical treatment of nonadiabatic
dynamic systems should combine semiclassical dynamics
swith the proper"→0 limitd of wave functions with quan-
tum transitions between the surfaces. To achieve this we use
a mixed polar-coordinate space wave-function representa-
tion: the polar part will give a compact representation of the
overall dynamics of the wave function, whereas the coordi-
nate space part will describe generally complex “population”
amplitudes. Ideally, all functions are smooth compared to the
wave function in coordinate representation.
The components of the wave function are represented as
products,
cisx,td = fisx,tdxisx,td, i = 1,2. s21d
The result of substituting Eq.s21d into Eq. s15d can be sepa-
rated into two parts, defining the time dependence offisx,td
and xisx,td. This separation is not unique: we choose it so









fisx,td + Vifisx,td. s22d
Representing fisx,td in polar form, fisx,td
=aisx,tdexpfisisx,td /"g, and solving Eq.s22d in terms of tra-
jectories as given by Eq.s4d with pi =si8sx,td, the remaining
terms of Eq.s15d give the following time dependence of












Sxi9sxi,td + 2ai8sxi,tdaisxi,td xi8sxi,tdD . s24d
The time propagation of isx,td can be accomplished semi-
classically using the AQP method. For an efficient solution
of Eq. s23d we need a small basis set of functions to evaluate
xi8sxi ,td, xi9sxi ,td, andx jsxi ,td. The coefficients of the expan-
sion can be found as the standard least squares fit procedure
f56g. The functionsfisx,td can be approximated with a
Gaussian form in the interaction region from the moments of
the trajectory distribution. The approximate terms
ai8sxi ,td /aisxi ,td are already available from the AQP proce-
dure given by Eqs.s6d and s7d.
We emphasize thatxisxi ,td evolves in time along trajecto-
ries according to Eq.s23d and is not solved for in the basis
set representation. The basis set is needed for evaluation of
the right-hand side of Eq.s23d. In particular, the termKi is of
"2/m order and is expected to be small or even negligible in
the semiclassical regime, while the functionxisxi ,td itself
may not be small. In fact, it cannot be small everywhere,
since the total wave function remains normalized. The most
efficient way to evaluate the coupling term in Eq.s23d is to
approximatex jsxi ,td globally, such as by using a small set of
functions. Nevertheless, more accurate and more expensive
local approximation schemes might also be acceptable, espe-
cially for a localized coupling potential, when the coupling
term is nonzero only for a limited time interval along a given
trajectory.
We choose a particular form for a small basis suitable for
evaluation of the right-hand side in Eq.s23d by analyzing the
limiting form of this equation. Consider a system in the high-
energy limit with initially identical fisx,0d, but different
xisx,0d. In this regime the time evolution offisx,td is essen-
tially a free-space propagation and the initial phases can be
adjusted so thatf1sx,td /f2sx,td<1, while the wave packets
quickly pass through the interaction region. The termsKi are
on the order of"2/m and can be omitted. Then, Eq.s23d in






V12sx − qtdx jsx,td = 0, s25d
wherehqt ,pj are the position and momentum of a trajectory
sthe same on all surfaces in the given limitd a time t. These
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equations have a general solution involving an integral of the
coupling along a trajectoryIsx,td=ms"pd−1eV12sx−qtddqt,
xisx,td = s− 1di f1sxde−iI sx,td + f2sxdeiI sx,td. s26d
Therefore, for localizedV12, the functionsh1,V12,eV12dxj
and the same functions multiplied byx to account for asym-
metry might be adequate to serve as a small basis set for
xisx,td.
The mixed representation formulation with a small basis
for xisx,td is expected to be accurate for systems with a
localized interaction region in the semiclassical regime,
when the termsKi in Eq. s23d are small and the time of
interaction between the surfaces is short. The nonadiabatic
effect can be large even in this regime if the coupling be-
tween the surfaces is strong, which is the case in the example
below.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSION
A. Semiclassical energy-resolved probabilities
We applied the mixed representation approach to the
curve-crossing model problem of Tullyf14g, which is widely
used as a test in nonadiabatic dynamics. Atomic units except









exps− axd, x . 0,6
V2sxd = V1s− xd, V12 = Vcexps− zx2d, s27d
with parameter valuesa=1.6 bohr−1, z=1.0 bohr, V*
=52.5 kJ/mol, andVc=V* /4, are shown on Fig. 1. The mass
of the particle ism=2000. The wave-packet correlation func-
tion formulation of scattering theoryf57g is used to obtain
the energy-resolved reaction probability from the reactant re-
gion of V1 to the product region of the surfacesV1 or V2. A
wave functionc1sx,td initially localized in the asymptotic




D1/4expf− asx − x0d2 + ip0sx − x0dg. s28d
Initially, the population on the surfaceV2 is zero, which in
the mixed representation is equivalent tox2sx,0d=0. For-
mally, f2sx,0d can be an arbitrary normalizable function. In
practice af2sx,td that has large overlap withf1sx,td in the
interaction region is preferred. Such a choice will give
smootherx1sx,td and x2sx,td, since the changes inx2sx,td
will describe the transitions. Otherwise, in order to produce
finite values of the wave functionc2sx,td in the interaction
region,x2sx,td will have to be large to compensate for neg-
ligible weights of the trajectories of the second surface in this
region. The choicef2sx,0d=f1sx,0d works for the given
system, sinceV1 and V2 differ from a constant in the same
region of space asV12.
The central quantity of interest in the correlation function
formulation is the overlapCistd of the evolving wave func-
tion with the stationary wave packetc0sx,0d,
Cistd = kcisx,tduc0sx,0d. s29d
c0sx,0d representing the product channelssee Fig. 1d is cho-
sen here asc0sx,0d=s2a /pd1/4expf−asx+x0d2+ ip0sx+x0dg.
Fourier analysis ofC1std gives the probabilityP11sEd for the
reaction on the surfaceV1—no intersurface transition in the
diabatic representation, whileC2std gives the probability
P12sEd for the reaction with the transition to the second sur-
faceV2,
P1isEd = uS1isEdu2 = h2sEdhisEduFisEdu2. s30d
FisEd is the Fourier transform of the correlation function,
FisEd =E CistdeiEtdt, i = 1,2. s31d
S11sEd and S12sEd are elements of the scattering matrix for
the reaction on surfaceV1 and with the transition to surface
V2, respectively. The functionshisEd normalize the initial
reactant and product wave packets, which are superpositions
of the energy eigenstates, with respect to energy. For purely
incoming c1sx,0d and purely outgoingc0sx,0d the normal-
ization is
hisEd = expS spi − p0d22a DÎ a2p pim,
p1 = Î2msE − V * d, p2 = Î2mE. s32d
V* is the difference in the potential in the reactant and prod-
uct regions of the surfaceV1. A more general form of wave
packets is discussed in Ref.f58g. In the high-energy regime,
there is no reflection, and the two reaction probabilities add
up to 1,P12sEd+P11sEd=1.
A typical behavior ofx1sx,td andx2sx,td solving Eq.s25d
is shown on Fig. 2. The time evolution of the center of the
wave packet wasqt=x0+p0t /m with x0=−2 andp0=45 with
the potentialV12 defined in Eq.s27d. The functions are
shown at time increments ofT=50 a.u. beginning at=T.
The coupling term is a productV12xisx,td, so xisx,td is
needed only in the interaction region and the suggested basis
is adequate. This basis also gives reasonable estimates ofKi
terms, which should be small in the asymptotic regions, at
least in the semiclassical regime of largem: nonadiabatic
transitions do not occur outside the interaction region andKi
is small.
The scattering matrix amplitudesuS1isEdu are shown on
Fig. 3. The entire range of energy is covered by two wave
packets. The high-energy wave packet defined by Eq.s28d
with parameter valuesha=12,x0=−2.35,p0=25j was repre-
sented by 145 trajectories propagated up tot=1000 a.u. This
wave packet has contributions from the energy eigenstates in
the range ofE=f200,700g kJ/mol. The low-energy wave
packet specified byha=12,x0=−2.35,p0=12j, was propa-
gated up tot=3000 a.u. Computation of the long-time corre-
lation function in this case required about 700 trajectories.
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The initial positions of the trajectories sampledfisx,0d uni-
formly. Only trajectories with weights greater than 10−8 were
propagated. A nonuniform sampling would considerably re-
duce the number of trajectories for the low-energy wave
packet, since the AQP parameters converge with fewer tra-
jectories thanCistd itself. Each wave-packet calculation gives
probabilities for about 40 energy values. For comparison, the
surface hopping results in Ref.f14g were obtained with 5000
trajectories for each energy value.
Reaction on the surfaceV1 occurs only for energies above
V*, while nonadiabatic reaction can proceed for all positive
energies. Scattering matrix amplitudes for both reactions are
shown on Fig. 3scd. sNot all points are shown.d They are
compared to the quantum results obtained with the usual
split-operator methodf59g. The agreement at high energies is
excellent. Semiclassical probabilities for energies close to
and belowV* lose accuracy, though they exhibit features
somewhat similar to the quantum result. At low energies the
behavior of the system is influenced by the resonances which
are not fully reproduced by the semiclassical method. The
behavior of the wave-packet correlation functions supports
this conclusion. The functionC1std for the low-energy wave
packet, shown on Fig. 3sad, agrees with the quantum result
quite well for up tot=1000. It develops a slight lag in the
phase for later times, corresponding to the low-energy com-
ponents withE close toV*. The energy components below
V* contribute only to the nonadiabatic process. The corre-
sponding correlation functionC2std shown on panelsbd has a
lower amplitude at long times compared to the quantum re-
sult, in addition to the phase lag. Inaccuracy in the AQP is
also largest in the lower-energy regime.
The mixed representation approach as described above











wherek and l label the trajectories.fA straightforward way
of imposing conservation of the norm is to include it as the
Lagrange multiplier at the stage of expandingxisx,td.g In
these calculations the maximum deviation ofN from unity
was 4% and 0.1% for the low- and high-energy wave pack-
ets, respectively. Overall, the quality of the semiclassical re-
sults is surprisingly good, especially considering the fact that
the energy-resolved probabilities are much more sensitive to
the details of dynamics than the wave packet probabilities,
where cancellation of errors may occur due to averaging over
the density.
B. Effect of the quantum terms on dynamics
The trajectory description of nonadiabatic dynamics al-
lows us to examine effects of the quantum terms influencing
dynamics—the single-surface quantum potentialUi and the
kinetic energy termKi in Eq. s23d. Figure 4 shows the single-
surface probabilities for the high-energy wave packet when
the Ki terms were set to zeroscalculation Ad and when the
quantum potential was set to zero as wellscalculation Bd.
Panelsad shows just the Fourier transform of the correlation
functions,uF1sEdu, given by Eq.s31d for calculations A and B
and for the full semiclassical calculation, which in this case
reproduces the exact quantum result.
FIG. 3. Dynamics and reaction probabilities.sad The real parts
of the quantumssolid lined and AQPsdash lined correlation func-
tions for the reaction on the surfaceV1. sbd The same asad for the
nonadiabatic reaction.scd The energy-resolved scattering matrix
amplitudes for the diabatic,uS11u, and for the nonadiabatic,uS12u,
processes: the quantum result is shown with thin and thick solid
lines for the two processes, respectively; the corresponding AQP
results are shown with open and filled circles.V* marks the thresh-
old of the diabatic reaction.
FIG. 2. A typical high-energy solution for the population func-
tions x1sx,td andx2sx,td with the initial conditionsx1sx,0d=1 and
x2sx,0d=0 shown for the system of Eq.s27d at five times, t
=T,… ,5T. sT=50 a.u. See text for details.d The scales forx1 and
x2 are different and are shown on the right and left vertical axes,
respectively.
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The Fourier transforms for the calculation B are some-
what shifted, whereas the difference between the calculation
A and the full semiclassical calculation is barely visible on
the plot. However, these small discrepancies become much
more noticeable once the energy normalization is included.
The panelsbd shows the energy-resolved scattering matrix
amplitudesuS11sEdu. The results of the calculation A are in
reasonable agreement with the exact result, though there is
some difference in the slope of the two curves. The results of
the calculation B agree with the exact result for the energy
corresponding to the average wave-packet energy, whereas
the probability for other energies shows large discrepancy,
including the nonphysical result at low energies. Such behav-
ior is easily explained by the role of the quantum potential in
this formalism. For a chosen wave packet all trajectories
have the same initial momentump0. The quantum force re-
distributes the energy of the quantum potential among the
trajectories in the course of dynamics. This effect, missing in
the calculation B, has a big influence on the energy-resolved
results.
The effect of the quantum potential is less dramatic on the






with just the reactive trajectories,x1
k.4, included in the sum.
P11std is shown on panelscd. The effect ofKi terms is rather
small: the long time probability is off by 0.01 and the time
dependence ofP11std in this case closely follows the exact
result. In case of the omitted quantum potential,P11std looks
like a step function—all trajectories cross the linex=4 at
about the same time. The final probability is off by only 0.04
from the exact result, but the discrepancy can be much worse
in more than one dimension. In one dimension the probabil-
ity is largely defined by the initial momentum and not by the
details of the dynamics. Also note that the effect of the quan-
tum potential strongly depends on the parameters of the
wave packet. It should be much smaller for the widessmall
ad, essentially monoenergetic wave packets used in Ref.
f14g.
C. A case of total nonadiabatic transition
We expect the mixed representation approach to be accu-
rate for high energies, because in this regime the AQP is
more accurate, and because the form of the basis set is de-
rived in the high-energy limit. We did not make explicit as-
sumptions about the coupling strength, though weaker cou-
pling should be better described by the semiclassical method.
We examined the effect of the coupling strength by perform-
ing additional calculations with the coupling parameterVc
twice smaller and twice larger than the original valueVc
=V* /4. It was found that the quality of the results for the
small coupling is similar to those presented on Fig. 3, except
that accuracy ofP12sEd deteriorates at lower energies,E
,70 kJ/mol, compared toE,100 kJ/mol obtained for the
original coupling strength.
In case of the increased coupling we found the quality of
semiclassical result also changed according to expectations.
The accuracy “threshold” energy for the strong coupling was
E=145 kJ/mol. Interestingly enough there is a point of total
nonadiabatic transmission atE<247.5 kJ/mol. In the course
of dynamics the wave-function amplitude, initially localized
on the surfaceV1, is quickly transferred to the second surface
developing a node inuc1sx,tdu as it passes through the inter-
action region. This feature is reflected inC1std whose abso-
lute value has two local maxima. Figure 5sad shows two
snapshots of the wave-function amplitude at timest=300
nd 400 for the wave packet given by Eq.s28d with param-
etersha=12,x0=−2.35,p0=22j. This feature is well repro-
duced in the semiclassical calculation performed with 145
trajectories. Dynamics in the purely Bohmian formulation
described in Sec. III A would be very unstable for this sys-
tem, due to the node inuc1sx,tdu. The semiclassical scattering
matrix amplitude shown on panelsbd has a minimum of
0.015 at the correct energy within the resolution of the spec-
trum and is in good overall agreement with the quantum
result.
FIG. 4. Effect of the quantum terms for the diabatic reaction.sad
The Fourier transform of the correlation function: solid line, circles,
and dashed line show, respectively, the full AQP result and the
results with the kinetic energyKi omitted scalculation Ad and with
the quantum potentialUi and Ki omitted scalculation Bd. sbd The
energy-resolved scattering matrix amplitude.scd The wave-packet
reaction probability as a function of time. The legend insbd andscd
is the same as insad.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We have extended the semiclassical wave-packet propa-
gation approach based on the approximate quantum potential
to nonadiabatic dynamics. The original hydrodynamic or de
Broglie–Bohm formulation can be generalized to the case of
multiple coupled electronic potential surfaces within the ap-
proximate quantum potential approach. However, this formu-
lation is inconsistent with the concept of semiclassical dy-
namics, defined as being systematically improvable toward
QM dynamics in them→` limit for general wave functions.
Therefore, we use a mixed wave-function representation,
which gives a compact description of the wave-packet dy-
namics in terms of modified quantum trajectories with the
correct semiclassical limit of the vanishing single-surface
quantum potential. The intrinsically quantum effect of tran-
sitions between potential surfaces is described in coordinate
space. An additional quantity—the population amplitude—is
associated with each trajectory. Changes in time in this func-
tion represent transitions. Moreover, the function itself has
the flexibility to describe zero-wave-function densities in the
initial conditions or as they develop in the course of the
dynamics, without dealing with the singularities typical for
the Bohmian formulation. In the high-energy regime, for lo-
calized coupling the time evolution of the population ampli-
tude can be efficiently accomplished using a small basis re-
lated to a given coupling potential.
The mixed representation approach is applied to the
widely used curve-crossing model of Tullyf14g. The corre-
lation function formulation of scattering theoryf57g is used
to compute the energy-resolved probabilities of the diabatic
and nonadiabatic reactions. This formulation enables us to
use highly localized initial wave functions located close to
the coupling region. This setup requires a shorter propaga-
tion time, which, generally, improves the accuracy of ap-
proximate methods. The energy-normalization procedure, on
the other hand, is very sensitive to the quality of the corre-
lation functions, since it does not benefit from the error can-
cellation due to averaging over energies. Our semiclassical
calculations yield probabilities in the range of energy up to
700 mJ/mol from just two wave-packet propagations using
700 slow-energy wave-packetd and 145shigh-energy wave-
packetd trajectories. The low-energy probabilities of the
nonadiabatic reaction influenced by resonances are underes-
timated. The probabilities for high energies,E.100
kJ/mol, are in excellent agreement with the quantum results.
Moreover, the mixed representation approach allows us to
analyze the relative importance of the quantum terms for a
given system. We find that for localized wave packets the
quantum potentialUi drastically affects the reaction prob-
abilities. The influence of the kinetic energy of the popula-
tion amplitude,Ki, which is an"̄
2/m-order term, is much
smaller, and, probably, can be omitted if just the expectation
values are of interest. We have tested a range of coupling
strength and observed a high-energy point of the total nona-
diabatic transition at increased coupling. This behavior is
accurately reproduced by our semiclassical method.
Further studies and applications are needed for a more
complete assessment of the mixed representation approach to
semiclassical nonadiabatic dynamics. Future applications
should include time-dependent coupling induced, for ex-
ample, by ultrashort laser pulsesf60g and multiple or multi-
dimensional potential surfaces. The description of the low-
energy regime can be improved at the expense of using
larger basis sets, or local interpolation procedures. Systems
with nonlocalized coupling can be treated by the same ap-
proach, in principle. Using a single set of quantum
trajectories—a single polar part for all components of a wave
function—is an intriguing possibility for systems with mul-
tiple “parallel” surfaces. For the present, we have demon-
strated that nonadiabatic dynamics based on semiclassical
propagation with the approximate quantum potential and the
quantum description of transitions can be efficient and accu-
rate in the semiclassical regime.
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FIG. 5. The system with increased couplingVc=V* /2. sad The
wave-function amplitudeuc1sx,tdu, as the wave packet passes
through the interaction region att=300 and 400: the quantum re-
sults are shown with solid and dashed lines for the two times, re-
spectively; the corresponding AQP results are shown with open and
filled circles. sbd The quantumssolid lined and the AQPscirclesd
scattering matrix amplitudes for the diabatic process.
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